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Filou

Kasteel Rouge
Kasteel Tripel
Kasteel Donker
Kasteel Hoppy
Kasteel Blond
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Trignac
Barista Chocolate Quad
Cuvée du Château

Bacchus
Bacchus Cherry
Bacchus Raspberry

Brigand

Passchendaele

Brown
White
Blond

St-Louis Premium Framboise
St-Louis Premium Pêche
St-Louis Premium Kriek
St-Louis Premium Gueuze
St-Louis Kriek Fond Tradition
St-Louis Gueuze Fond Tradition

FILOU
“A strong blonde beer that surprises with a soft taste and
a subtle bitterness. Another one?”

Now available
in 25cl cans.

Filou is a strong blonde beer that is re-fermented
in the bottle. Filou is brewed with Belgian aromatic
hops, therefore this blonde beer offers mild fruitiness
and subtle hop bitterness. The result is a great thirstquencher that goes down easily, but don’t underestimate
it! A friendly beer for everyone!

8,5% Vol |

8°

25cl can - 33cl - 75cl - 20l

Discover our cans!
ROUGE
“Kasteel Rouge, the start of a new beer style.
A specialty beer for lovers of strong and fruity beer.”
Kasteel Rouge is a unique blend of Kasteel Donker and
macerated cherries. The ruby red color, the rich foamy
head and the sweet taste result in a specialty beer with
a balanced taste and subtle hints of cherries. For being
a beer strong in alcohol, it is easily digestible and makes
a great aperitif on a sunny terrace. Are you ready for ‘la
vie en Rouge’?

8% Vol |

6°

33cl - 25/50cl can - 75cl - 20l

TRIPEL

HOPPY

“Mildly bitter, subtly fruity and easy to drink:
a Tripel brewed according to the rules of art.”

“Full-mouthed, subtly bitter and easy to drink:
a type of IPA, but very mild in taste.”

Kasteel Tripel is a strong blonde specialty beer brewed
with a high proportion of aroma hops.
The fruitiness of the hops and the impressions of malt
and cloves give the beer character. Kasteel Tripel has a
mildly bitter taste and appeals to many beer lovers.

Kasteel Hoppy is a blond specialty beer that fits perfectly
into the wave of IPA beers (Indian Pale Ale). Thanks to
the addition of herbs and the mildly malty character,
the youngest member of the Kasteel range is not a ‘hop
bomb’. This full-bodied beer is a real thirst-quencher.

11% Vol |

6,5% Vol |

9°

33cl - 75cl - 20l

6°

33cl - 75cl - 20l

DONKER

BLOND

“The first beer of the Kasteel range is a true ‘quadrupel’.
A specialty beer to round off the day with a good feeling.”

“A refreshing beer with a complex taste that fits perfectly
into the rich tradition of Belgian blonde beers.”

Kasteel Donker is a member of the Belgian quadrupel
family. These are strong dark brown beers where the
roast malt predominates. As the very first beer of the
Kasteel range, Kasteel Donker is a full-mouthed beer
with hints of caramel, coffee and chocolate. The sweet
initial taste makes this beer surprisingly complex but
very accessible.

Kasteel Blond is beautifully balanced with hop bitters
and malty aromas. The hints of fruit from the yeast
are remeniscent of citrus fruits. The beautiful balance
makes the beer mild in the aftertaste and is therefore
an excellent thirst-quencher, easy to drink but full of
character.

11% Vol |

12°

7% Vol |
33cl - 75cl - 20l

6°

33cl - 50cl can - 20l

by
TRIGNAC
“Kasteel Tripel beer matured in barrels previously used
for cognac? The result is Trignac, a must have collectors’
item!”
At Kasteel Brouwerij Vanhonsebrouck we mature our
Kasteel Tripel in recycled cognac barrels. This beer style
is called ‘Barrel Aged’, aging beer in recycled barrels.
Our brewer fills previously used cognac barrels with
Kasteel Tripel to ensure that the beer retains the taste
of cognac without losing its own identity. The Trignac is
a full-mouthed degustation beer and appeals to anyone
who loves beer and cognac!

12% Vol |

12°

Collector's

75cl

item

TION

EDI
LIMITED

BARISTA

CUVÉE DU CHÂTEAU

“Beer, chocolate and coffee in one drink?
This successfull mariage is mouth-watering!”

“A gastronomic beer with the complex character of a
bottle-aged Kasteel Donker and subtle notes of port.”

Barista Chocolate Quad offers clear notes of caramel,
toffee and chocolate. In terms of flavour and taste, this
specialty beer is known as a quadruple. The aromas of
the roasted malt, the dark colour and the rich foamy
head are similar to a porter and a stout, two British beer
styles. A unique beer that every beer lover should taste!

Cuvée du Château is a perfect beer for food pairing. The
taste is similar to an aged Kasteel Donker that has been
maturing for ten years with hints of port. Delicate hop
bitters in the finish follow the initial hints of roasted and
caramelised malt. Cuvée du Château is very tasty with
game or in combination with a cheese board!

11% Vol |

11% Vol |

12°

33cl can - 33cl - 75cl - 20l

12°

33cl - 75cl - 20l

BACCHUS
FLEMISH OLD BROWN
“Discover the world of sour beers with this traditional Flemish red-brown beer.”
Bacchus Flemish Old Brown surprises with a taste reminiscent of
wine and offers a beautiful balance between sweet and sour. This beer
impresses through both its sourness and the slight touch of caramel
brought by the roasted malt. However, its sourness is less pronounced
than the sourness of other Flemish red-brown beers. Therefore, Bacchus
Flemish Old Brown is a very refreshing beer with a pleasant aftertaste. A
zesty thirst-quencher full of character and history!

4,5% Vol |

5°

37,5cl - 20l

BACCHUS
CHERRY BEER
“A refreshing cherry beer based on a traditional Flemish red-brown beer.”
Bacchus Cherry Beer is brewed using Bacchus Flemish Old Brown as a
base. This cherry beer surprises with a slight touch of caramel brought by
the roasted malt. Bacchus Cherry Beer offers a beautiful balance between
the aromas of ripe cherries and the sweet and sour of the base bier. A
zesty thirst-quencher!

5,8% Vol |

5°

33cl can - 37,5cl - 20l

BACCHUS
RASPBERRY BEER
“A refreshing raspberry beer based on a traditional Flemish red-brown beer.”
Bacchus Raspberry Beer is brewed on a Bacchus Flemish Old Brown base.
This raspberry beer surprises with a slight touch of caramel from the
roasted malt. Bacchus Raspberry Beer offers a beautiful balance between
the aromas of sweet raspberries and the sweet and sour of the base bier. A
zesty thirst-quencher!

5% Vol |

5°

33cl can - 37,5cl - 20l

BRIGAND
“Spicy, hoppy, but mostly deliciously rebellious: Brigand, a strong blonde
beer with character.”
Brigand is a strong blonde beer that is re-fermented in the bottle. The pale
blonde colour is eye-catching thanks to the use of unmalted wheat, pale
malt and pils malt. Brigand has a slightly malty taste with accents of spices
and hops in the finish. A beer with plenty of character and easy to drink!

9% Vol |

8°

33cl - 75cl - 20l

PASSCHENDAELE
“A blonde beer that offers the perfect balance between a pils and
a strong beer of high fermentation. Complex but very accessible!”
“A blonde beer that offers the perfect balance between a pils and a strong
beer of high fermentation. Complex but very accessible!”
Passchendaele Blond surprises with light spiciness and subtle maltiness in
the flavour. This beer is a typical strong blonde beer of high fermentation
with low alcohol content and is therefore similar to a pils of low
fermentation. A thirst-quencher with depth! This beer is brewed in memory
of the victims of the Battle of Passchendaele 1917.

4,8% Vol |

6°

33cl - 20l

SLURFKE
“Feel at home with these artisanal specialty beers.”
From a double beer to a refreshing wheat beer: Slurfke surprises every beer
lover! Do you know to appreciate a dark beer with a pleasant caramel touch
and fruity aromas of banana and vanilla? Then you should definitely taste
Slurfke Brown. Or do you prefer a blonde beer that is re-fermented in the
bottle? Slurfke Blond offers a beautiful balance between a malty character
and fruity aromas. Do you like a light spiciness with a refreshing taste?
Slurfke White, a Belgian white beer brewed from wheat, will definitely
impress you! No place like home with one of our Slurfkes in your hand!

Slurfke Brown
Slurfke Blond
Slurfke White

8,5% Vol |
6% Vol |
4,5% Vol |

12°
6°
5°

33cl
33cl
33cl

ST LOUIS
PREMIUM FRAMBOISE
“This sweet raspberry beer surprises with a slightly sour
undercurrent. A real thirst-quencher!”
St-Louis Premium Framboise is based on a lambic and
contains juice from Willamette raspberries. The result
is thirst-quencher with a low alcohol content. This sweet
raspberry beer tastes delicious on a sunny day and is a
perfect beer for anyone who doesn’t like strong beers.

2,8% Vol |

5°

25cl - 37,5cl - 20l

ST LOUIS
PREMIUM PECHE

ST LOUIS
PREMIUM KRIEK

“This sweet peach beer surprises with a hint of sourness.
A real thirst-quencher!”

“This fruity beer surprises with sweet aromas of cherries
and a hint of sourness. A real thirst-quencher!”

St-Louis Premium Pêche is a peach beer brewed on a
lambic base complemented with peach juice. The result
is a thirst-quencher with a low alcohol content. This
sweet peach beer tastes delicious on a sunny day and is a
perfect beer for anyone who doesn’t like strong beers.

St-Louis Premium Kriek is brewed on a lambic base
complemented with a proportion of St-Louis Kriek
Fondation and the juice of Oblacinska cherries that have
been steeped in gueuze for six months. The result is a
thirst-quencher with a low alcohol content. This sweet
cherry beer tastes delicious on a sunny day and is a
perfect beer for anyone who doesn’t like strong beers.

2,6% Vol |

5°

25cl - 20l

3,2% Vol |

5°

25cl - 37,5cl - 20l

ST LOUIS KRIEK
FOND TRADITION
“A pure kriek based on a traditional lambic.
Unsweetened and unfiltered.”
St-Louis Kriek Fond Tradition is a traditional cherry beer
based on young and old lambics. Unlike the original
St-Louis Kriek Lambic, this beer is unsweetened and
unfiltered. Therefore the slightly sour touches of lambic
are clearly present. This beer is very tasty thanks to the
fruity aromas of krieken cherries.

6,5% Vol |

5°

37,5cl

ST LOUIS
PREMIUM GUEUZE

ST LOUIS GUEUZE
FOND TRADITION

“The first West-Flemish gueuze proves that gueuze
can also be brewed in the valley of the Leie.”

“A pure gueuze based on a traditional lambic.
Unsweetened and unfiltered.”

Brewing a beer style from the Zenne valley in Emelgem?
St-Louis Premium Gueuze proves that it is possible! This
gueuze contains a blend of young and old lambics, beers
of spontaneous fermentation. This slightly sour beer
offers a great balance between sourness, sweetness and
slightly bitter flavours. This beer is a real thirst-quencher
and leaves you yearning for more!

St-Louis Gueuze Fond Tradition is a traditional gueuze
based on young and old lambics. Unlike the original
St-Louis Premium Gueuze, this beer is unsweetened and
unfiltered. Therefore the slightly sour touches of lambic
make their presence felt. This beer is very tasty thanks
to the fruity apple aromas and leaves you yearning for more.

4,5% Vol |

5°

5% Vol |
25cl

5°

37,5cl
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BIERKASTEEL VAN HONSEBROUCK
DISCOVER BEER IN A UNIQUE WAY !
RESTAURANT ‘HET BIERKASTEEL’: Unique beer-based dishes
MICHELLE’S PUB: Cozy brown pub where you can taste our beers
BEER BOUTIQUE: Wide selection of specialty beers, beer gadgets and beer pralines
VISITORS’ CENTRE: Visit the most modern brewery in Europe
EVENT LOCATION: rooms for 16 to 400 people

Brouwerijstraat 1 - 8870 Izegem - info@bierkasteel.be - www.bierkasteel.be
Visits & Events: +32 (0)51/62 27 30 - Restaurant ‘Het Bierkasteel‘: +32 (0)51/62 27 31 - Beer boutique: +32 (0)51/62 27 33 - Michelle’s Pub: +32 (0)51/62 25 43

